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SAY GOODBYE TO SUMMER. People at the HoUand State Park enjoy a day at the beach before the cool winds of autumn come
blowing in off the lake. As school starts for another year, the beaches will soon be deserted. Photo by Bret Bussey

The anchor ushers in new year with change
The year begins with a new look, a new process, a new staff
1

This year The anchor is experimenling planned to be involved with The anchor and
wi^i a new look, a more modem look that is this gave me a chance to learn the new system
p r Juced by a switch to electronic publishing. well over the summer when ordinarily the
This wave of change has left almost nothing conversion probably would have taken place
untouched. "When you open up The anchor in the fall. Hopefully, we will be able to avoid
virtually
some
the only
disas'By using PageMaker you eliminate the need to
thing that
ter s
cut and paste by hand and do things like a d d i n g
will rethis
lines and boxes. It can all be done on the
main the
fall
computer with much better accuracy/
same is
b e t h e
—Maria Van Baren ('92) cause
name/
of the
said O r r i e Maples ('92), anchor co-editor.
trial and error process we went through this
The changes began last spring when The summer," said Van Baren.
anchor's typesetting machine broke down
The anchor will now be using Aldus
and Beth Pechta ('91), who was then editor, PageMaker, a state-of -the-art layout design
dec ,ded to begin the conversion to electronic program. "By using PageMaker you elimipublishing.
nate the need to cut and paste by hand and do
\
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Svodent Congress appropriated funds for
the jftf&hase of a Macintosh Ilsi and the
software necessary to do the work electronically. The Macintosh was used for all word
processing by layout was still handled in the
traditional cut and paste manner.
As part of a Communications research
project for Dr. Dennis Renner, The anchor's
new advisor, Maria Van Baren ('92) has spent
the summer working with Maples and coeditor Steve Kaukonen ('92) planning the
conversion.
"It was just good timing on the part of my
research oroiect and The anchor'sconvtriin^.
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things like adding lines and boxes. It can all be
done on the computer with much better accuracy," Van Baren said.
PageMaker allows basic page designs to
be saved from week to week. This saves time
for the staff because each week new stories
and feature are just plugged in. This gives the
editors more time to devote to the quality of
writing and the content of the paper.
The anchor is no longer being printed by
the Holland Sentinel. "This year we are being
printed by The Flashes, a printer that specializes in printing small papers, and this change
has enabled us to use a new size paper and

occasional color," said Maples. "This also
allows us to do all our layout in-house and just
drop off the finished paper at the printers on
Tuesday afternoon."
" I ' m confidant that the production
changes we have made will help us produce a
more readable and higher profile paper than in
past years," said Kaukonen. "By the end of the
first month I would like to have the operation
running smoothly and efficiently, have everyone know what they are doing and doing it
well."

handle the task of producing and informative
paper of high quality."
"At this point, my number one goal is to
continue to produce a student newspaper of
the highest quality both in content and appearance. It is also important to build a strong staff
that will be able to carry on in the fall of 1992.
Personally, I would also like to see The anchor earn an Ail-American rating from the
Associated Collegiate Press," said Maples.
Kaukonen also had some goals, "I want
to open up, I want to make this a campus-wide
This year the paper is experiencing a paper, not just The anchor s t a f f s paper or
large staff change as well. "A large percent- Carrie and Steve's paper, but a paper that will
age of our staff last year graduated so we are serve and fulfdl the needs of the student body,
starting with almost a totally new staff. We the faculty, the administration, and the staff. I
are working very hard to bring in underclass- want to open up channels of communication
men to build a strong staff for future years.," between The anchor and other student orgasaid Maples.
nizations in order to best serve the students."
Kaukonen expressed some reservations,
This year The anchor will continue to
"Pertaining to the high turnover of personnel provide coverage of campus activities and
we expei s rienced
sues
'At this point, my number one goal is to continue
this year,
that
to produce a student newspaper of the highest
1
am
are
so mequality both in content and appearance. It is also
im what apimportant to build a strong staff that will be able
porprehentant
to carry on in the fall of 1992.'
s i v e ,
to the
—Carrie Maples ('92)
h o w stuever,
dent
with the quality of the people we have coming body. This includes Hope sports, player proin and that are returning I am sure we can files, SAC activities and more.
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CAMPUS

Cottage sacraficed for new parking space
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Work began in early July to tear down DuMez Cottage on 9th Street next to the dirt parking lot. The
demolition of the cottage made way for an enlargement of the parking lot, where work is still underway. This expansion will provide more parking spaces and hopefully alleviate some of the congestion
around campus.
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VIEWPOINT

Editorial

day afternoon and then show up two
weeks in a row.
Most new students will have
realized by this time there are things
about Hope they didn't tell you at
Admissions (or even at Orientation).
Hope is a great place but there are a
few things that might make your life
a little easier.
They probably didn't tell you,
but Phelps can be a pretty rough
place. It's called a scramble and
basically that means don*t stand in
line. In order to eat in a reasonable
amount of time (at any meal except
breakfast) you need to push a little.
Be aggressive, it will make your
meals easier. And unless you have
to, try to avoid the 11 a.m. lunch
rush.
It' s been awhile since there were
any serious attacks around campus
and I don't want to scare you, but,
girls, never walk to a party or home
alone from one alone after dark. It
may sound cliche but better safe
than sorry. Stick to groups and walk
only in well-lighted areas.
Leaving your purse at home
will decrease your chances of being
a target too.
Guys, walk your temale friends
home at night and tell them to call
you if they ever need and escort
home.
Hope professors are some of
the best in the country. They're here
because they love to teach—not
because of the salary. Use profs as
the resource they can be.
Most profs don't mind if you
call them at home with questions—
as long as it it's not after 11 p.m. on
the night before the exam. Profs are
also great to talk to about deciding
your major or minor or choosing a
possible career. Take advantage of
everything they have to offer.
In recent years the college has

updated the computers available on
campus to included not only the
VAX but a large number of micros
and several Macintosh Classics.
Using these, even if you aren't required to for a class (like Computer
Programing) can make your life a
lot easier. If you're working on a
computer you won't keep your,
roommate up typing and any revisions you want to make are a breeze.
It took me almost three years to take
advantage of these guys and now I
don't know how I lived without
them. The best time to learn is now—
not the night before your first fifteen
page paper is due!
As far as the social side of life
goes, well, there's something for
everyone. Chances are, if you do
some looking, you'll find the best
friends of your life here at Hope. It
does take time to find the right group
of people sometimes (I speak from
personal experience here) but they 're
out there. There are all kinds of
student organizations available so
give a few a try and see what you
find. Just don't sit at home and
study because you'll be missing out
on a lot of what college is all about.
And, last but not least, don't worry
if you're homesick. It'll get better
once classes start (you'll be too busy
or too tired to worry then). But it
makes your folks feel better if you
call once in awhile and who knows,
you might find out that you get along
better over the phone.
I guess that covers all the main
points I wanted to make. Of course,
there are a lot of things out there that
I haven't even touched on that you'll
have to figure out for yourself. This
will be my last column full of
motherly advice so don't expect to
see it here again. From now on, I'll
be bringing you my thoughts on
various and sundry topics.

study for that Monday exam, or to as an assistant ad manager. I started
keep up with all your readings in getting out more often. I worked as
place of joining an organization. I a computer consultant in Van Zoeren
would like to remind you that a Hall.
worthwhile college education is not
I moved into a cottage and took
necessarily getting ahigh grade point hour long breaks from studying to
average, but rather a worthwhile spend it with housematesand friends
college education is the right balance talking about anything we wanted to
of knowledge gained from experi- talk about or to make a 7-11 run at
ences outside the classroom as well 12:30 a.m. for a slurpie. And as you
as knowledge gained within.
have probably guessed by now, not
My first year at Hope, I found only did I enjoy the year more and
myself thinking, like many other havdalotmorefun, but I also ended
students, "This is my first year of up with a higher grade point average.
college, and I want to get off to a
And if you were to ask me what
good start, so I am going to con : I learned from my second year, I
centrate on my studies. Besides, the could not only tell you about the
organizations are for upperclassmen French Revolution, but that I also
not for first year students, and what learned many lessons about life,
difference would it make even if I liberty and the pursuit of happiness
joined, I wouldn't enjoy it and what as seen through the eyes of myself
impact would I make?"
and other college students.
Apart from running cross
Now as I approach my senior
country and classes, I was cutting year, I want to get as much out of it
myself off from the full college as possible. That is why I will be
experience. $11,000 for an partial running cross country for my fourth
college experience. What a tragedy. year at Hope, this year as the coBy the end of that year, all I had captain of the men's team, and why
to show for it was a grade point I will be the co-editor of the anchor,
average and a healthy body (from and why I do anything else I do this
running cross country). My expe- year.
riences were very limited when it
It will be because I want to
came to the full college experience, seize the moment, or as Robin Wiland I felt like 1 was missing out. I liams said in the movie Dead Poet's
was concentrating too much on my Society, "Carpe Dium - Seize the
studies.
Day." 1 don't want to leave Hope
So, my sophomore year came thinking to myself, "I wish I would
and I decided to get more involved. have..." but rather I want to leave
I continued to run cross country, but Hope thinking "I'm glad I did."
in addition I joined the anchor staff
So I encourage you to explore

all that Hope has to offer and take
advantage of it's resources.
Join an organization whether if
be a Student Media organization
such as the anchor; athletic organization; Greek organization; service
organizations; special interest organizations or if you are politically
minded, run for Student Congress.
Or take part in the many traditional events such as The Pull,
Nykerk, All-College Sing, Fantasia
or Air Jam. Take a break from
studying and go on a 7-11 run with
your friends. Stay up and talk to
your roommate or friends until 2:30
in the morning. Those three hour
late night/early morning talks are
where you can learn so much about
life.
Go on an off-campus program
for a semester (something which I
highly recommend to everyone).
The opportunities are endless to gain
an experience which extends past
the classroom, and that will make
you a more well-rounded individual
that is not only book smart, but one
that took advantage of your
$50,000f college education.
Make the most of your college
experience, because you can learn
so much not only in the classroom,
but also outside of it, where the most
important learning takes place and
that learning is about life.
As F.W. Robertson said, "Instruction ends in the schoolroom,
but education ends only with life."

OVER MY HEAD

Welcome back to another
exciting year
f j N i fclcomc Back! Hope (no pun intended) you had a great
r V summer and that you are ready to hit the books again and to
get into the swing of college life. If you are new to Hope this will give
you a taste of what is to come in this year's anchor. If you arc a returning student, ydu have probably already noticed some big changes.
We would like to start out by telling you about us. The anchor is
a student-run weekly newspaper and is funded through Student
Congress which allocates funds received from your Student Activity
Fee.
The anchor is staffed by students who serve in paid editorial
positions as well asstaff writers who volunteer their time and efforts.
The Hope College anchor is a member of the Associated Collegiate
Press, and has received a first-class rating for each of the four past
semesters including two marks of distinction for coverage, content
and leadership.
Our coverage includes campus events, issues important to the
student body and the Hope community as a whole, and Hope sports.
Through letters to the editor, The anchor provides a vehicle for students to express concerns and ideas.
We would also like to tell you about the changes in The anchor
this year. Why change? After losing around 85 percent of our staff
from last year, and converting from a CompuGraphic typesetter and
traditional layout to a Macintosh Ilsi with layout completed oi.
PageMaker, we felt it both necessary and opportune to change to keep
with the times and are happy to bring you the first "Welcome Back"
issue of The anchor put out in a number of years.
This year The anchor has taken on a new look, which will also
feature a section of state, national and international news. Now you
will be able to stay in touch with the rest of the world as easily as you
keep in touch with what's going on at Hope. We believe this will be
a great way to help you stay informed.
As you can see, The anchor is a bit different this year. We are
trying out some new ideas and would appreciate feedback on what you
like and/or what you would like to see changed. Feel free to drop by
the office during office hours, call and leave a message on the
answering machine, or drop a line to our VAX account.

DEEP THOUGHTS

<

STEVE KAUKONEN
Hello. (That's always a safe
way to begin. Many letters, conversations and friendships are begun
with a simple hello, so why not this
column). I would like to welcome all
students to Hope's campus for yet
Another year of adventure in learning and living, not only for knowledge and wisdom, but also for understanding, meaning and purpose,
fAwfully wordy, but, hey, that's what
it says in the Hope College catalog
qnd these welcome back's are getring a little redundant so why not
spice things up.)
*
I would also like to welcome
ou to my column, "Deep Thoughts
y Steve Kaukonen."
My name is Steve Kaukonen
and I will be the co-editor and a

CARRIE MAPLES
Once again, it's that day all
college students dread—the day they
move back into college housing. It
never ceases to amaze me that Hope
actually believes we can fit all our
" s t u f f into the less than generous
storage space provided. And with
that cheery thought, I'd like to
welcome everyone back to Hope,
or, if you're a new student, simply
welcome you to campus. I wish you
all luck with the moving process.
As you probably read above,
my name is Carrie Maples. I am a
senior this year and I'm hoping (yes,
v-that's hoping) to graduate in May
with a degree in English. This year
1 will also be handling the job of
anchor co-editor and attempting to
remain sane.
. This is also my first attempt at
writing a column and I'd appreciate
your reactions. I will be appearing
on a bi-weekly basis unless I get
some burst of inspiration on a Sun-

weekly columnist for The anchor
during the , 91-'92 school year. But
before 1 go on, I would like for you
to take note of my first name. It is ST-E-V-E, not S-C-O-T-T.
As many of you returning students may remember, my brother
was a columnist and news editor for
The anchor last year, so to prevent
any confusion in the future I would
like to clear the slate and make the
distinction between the two of us. 1
am Steve and my brother is Scott.
He and I are two separate persons.
J ust because our mother dressed
us in the same clothes as children so
that we looked like twins, does not
give you the right to confiise the two
of us and call either one of us by the
other person's name. After21 years
of being called Scott by family
members, teachers, professors,
friends, newspapers, and even by
people who do not know me or my
brother, I have had it, and the next
person that does so will be sorry.
Anyway, as I was saying, my
name is Scott Kaukonen and I will .
be a senior this year at Hope. Wait
a minute, I mean my name is STEVE
Kaukonen and I, not Scott, will be a
senior at Hope.' I apologize for the
mix-up. Well enough of this confusion and as Arsenio Hall would
say, "Let's get busy."
As the new school year begins,
and everyone starts the year fresh
and ready to hit the books to gain
knowledge and wisdom, in pursuit
of that ever elusive 4.00 grade point
average, I would like to stop you for
a moment
Before you make that resolution to stay in on Friday nights to

i
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i
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united or new acquaintances made.
It can be exciting as well as aggraMASS CONFUSION
vating and annoying to move.
In my case, an apartment to be
shared with three other people will
be my humble abode for the upcoming school year. It should be a nice
place to live, especially when I have
successfully blazed a trail to my
bed. Presently getting to my bed is
somewhat of, well, an adventure—
yaa that's it, an adventure. Since it is
against the wall furthest from the
door there are many more obstacles
barring safe passage. I plan on having sorted through all those boxes
and straightening up, but it isn't
going to be easy.
As I am sure you have realized,
my name is Maria Van Baren and I
MARLA VAN BAREN will be writing a column for The
anchor. "Mass Confusion" will appear bi-weekly, unless some burst
"Hey have you seen where I put of inspiration hits me two weeks in
my t-shirts. I know they're here a row or in my Monday morning
somewhere... Bathroom, sure just American Lit. class (don't laugh, it
turn left at the box marked could happen). I am a senior and, if
Tupperware, and watch out for the all goes according to plan, will
plant stand. Look out! Oh well, I graduate in May with a double manever liked that lampshade anyway." jor in sociology and English-comYes it's that time again. Every- munications. And what am I going
body arrives on campus with far too to do with this degree you ask; don't
much stuff to fit in their small room, ask 'cause I don't know. My column
and inbetween boxes friends are re- is taking the form of a commentary

It would be all wrong any other way.
The downstairs bath was going to
follow suit with a simple border, bu}
you know how bland the back wall
of a bathroom is, and there was this
perfect paper to match the border we
had picked out. With the matching
cup and soap dispenser it looks great.
Anyone who dared enter our
apartment was given the whole lour
and future plans speech, to whic^
the appropriate number of oohs, ahs
and "that'll be nice" were said. Witfi
much pride we showed our daily
accomplishments, which even irv
eluded putting up a paper towel bar
in a kitchen cupboard—so you have
to push one side in to close the doof,
it works.
^
It's funny how these little, or
even big changes can become so
important. Maybe because I've bve?l
in campus housing for three years, it
takes a little more to give the finish
ing touches. Maybe I have gotten
pickier over the years, too. But it
occurred to me that everyone doc*5
something to make their room seem
a bit more like home. A room
better when that poster is up on t
wall or the beat-up stuffed bear is
the bed. Since this place is going
be home for the next nine months,
needs to seem like a home too.

on campus life, life in general and stop the excitement is too much.
anything else I can think of. SomeWhen we first moved in, we
times it will be serious, almost al- took in the room sizes and furniture
ways it will contain some sort of and began planning for each nook
humor—I will leave it up to you to an cranny. Undoubtedly our greatdecide if it is good or bad. Hope- est discovery came when we opened
fully, you will find it worth reading. the door to the basement and found
If you have any comments or sug- that we had in our possession for our
gestions please drop a note addressed own personal apartment use a
to me The anchor office or send a vacuum cleaner. A pleasant thought,
mail message to our VAX account. no hunting down R.A.'s who will
Sharing living quarters with tell you the girls in 314 have it. They
only three other people will be a of course gave it to some girls down
pleasant experience I believe. We the hall, and they don't know the
have our own k i t c h e n , two room number. This of course means
bathrooms(only one with a shower), that you have to knock on every
and three levels. Okay, okay, maybe door until you locate the vacuum.
we have been living in campus
The vacuum discover did pale
, housing for too long. Haying lived in comparison to our decorating
in six different places on campus, I plans. You see for every college
find myself getting excited over the student who wishes to personalize a
strangest things. Sometimes I fear dorm room or apartment there is a
that I am becoming DOMESTIC, the great product out there—contact
dreaded 4 D' word.
paper. With this one can attain the
The symptoms are brought to effect of wallpaper without endanthe surface while my roommate and gering the walls, and now they even
I browse in the housewares depart- have borders to give that perfect
ment at Meijer's, exclaiming over touch to every room. Believe me we
the new colors of s t o r a g e have tried to give that perfect touch
containers(well they do come in to every room.
pink, green, blue and yellow). The
I started out with a simple borprospect of coordinating kitchen der in our bedroom, but this had to
towels and may be getting new tow- be complimented by the coordinatels for the downstairs bathroom, oh ing paper to cover our desk shelves.

Hope faculty augmented with new staff members
by Keba Ubhesky
staff writer
Nineteen professors join ihe
Hope community this fall.
The Natural Sciences division
adds eight new members: Michael
Serra, chemistry; Carl Lunchies,
physics; Janet Andersen and Evelyn
Hart, mathematics; and Cathleen
Bouwsma, Alice Briggs, Susan
Mlynarczyk, and Marjorie Viehl are
all joining the nursing department.
Sena is a visiting professor of
chemistry who joined the staff last
spring. He worked recently as a research assistant at Michigan State
University.

Lunchies will be an assistant
professor of engineering. Lunchies
has recently finished his doctoral
work at the University of Michigan.
Andersen come to Hope from
the University of Minnesota where
she just completed her Ph. D.
Hart, also joining the math department as an assistant professor,
received her Ph. D. from the University of Wisconsin—Madison this
year.
Briggs served in a number of
p o s i t i o n s including Lecturer/
Northern Michigan Liaison at the
University of Michigan.
M l y n a r c z y k was recently

named a visiting professor of nursing. She has been an instructor in the
Hope-Calvin program since 1986.
Bouwsma and Viehl are Calvinappointed to the department.
Joining the Arts and Humanities division are: Jacqueline Bartley,
English; Shinko Kagaya, Japanese;
H. Mark Larson, Spanish; Edward
Reid and Denise Stalf, music;
Michelle Bombe and Daina Robins,
theatre; and Dominic Scibilia, religion.
Bartley is a visiting professor
of English. She was formerly a parttime lecturer with the department.
Kagaya comes fromgraduate

teaching at Ohio State.
Larson also comes from Ohio
Slate. He was also a part-lime member of the Dennison University faculty.
Reid recently served as a
leaching assistant at Arizona State
University.
Slalf joins Hope coming from
the Rock Island, IL Public School
System.
Bombe is an assistant professor
and resident costume designer. She
formerly was a lecturer at the University of Indiana—South Bend.
Robins comes from Kalamazoo
Valley Community College where

she was an adjunct assistant professor.
«
Scibilia is a visiting professor
of religion coming from Marquette
University where he as a lecturer. *
Joining the Social Sciences di4
vision are Debra Bakker, physical
education; and Margret Kasimatis,
psychology.
Bakker taught and coached at
Calvin and was a teacher at Holland
Christian High School.
Kasimatis comes from Purdue
University.
«
David O'Brien is a new staff
member at Van Wylen Library with
the rank of assistant professor.

Impact Your Environment
Join The anchor staff and make a difference in the way your friends see Hope

Attend the first staff meeting
August 28, Cook Auditorium
DePree Art Center
7:00 p.m.
^

Get the latest news from Hope College
Subscribe to The anchor and keep up todate on the all the happeneings. Just retum this coupon to:
The anchor, DeWitt Center, Hope College,Holland, Ml 49423
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Address
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